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The units are shipped after careful inspection; however, be sure to check

the following points regarding your purchased WINDBAG.

5Is the product the one you ordered?

5Did any abnormalities such as breakage or deformation occur during

transportation?

5Are any accessories omitted?

Standard accessories: instruction manual and safety notices.

Specifications

Allowable air intake temperature/humidity

Model
Power

supply

Output

(kW)

Frequency

(Hz)

Current

(A)

Max.Air

volume

(m3/min)

Weight

(kg)

Cable

cord

length

(m)

WB-02W-CE

2207240V

Single

phase

0.2 50 0.9 8.5 10.0 7

Allowable intake air

and ambient temperature
-10ºC to 40ºC

Allowable humidity
Less than 80% relative humidity

(without dew condensation/water droplets)
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•Drying a floor after cleaning with a water or wax.

•Indoor concrete curing.

•As a ventilation fan for bad smells.

•As a circulation fan.

•Various cooling and drying purposes.

# Place the machine suitably for your use.

$When using the shoulder belt (sold separately), be sure to remove it

before using.

%Please unwind the cable cord completely.

&Use the handle when changing the discharge direction.

'Check that the switch is off before plugging into an electrical outlet.

(Turn the switch on.

)Start the operation according to the application.

*Turn off the switch after your work finished.

+Remove the plug from electrical outlet.

,Hold the handle and face the discharge port toward the ceiling.

-Roll the cable cord toward the discharge port.

.Insert the cord into the cord clamp to prevent the cord from coming off.

/Please use the handle or shoulder belt (sold separately) when carrying.

0Store in a place free from dust and moisture.
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(1) Care

•Be sure to remove the electric power before performing maintenance.

•Wipe off the body with a soft cloth soaked in warm water or neutral detergent,

wipe it dry with dry cloth. Do not clean with Benzine, paint thinner, Benzol,

alcohol, kerosene, alkaline detergents, polishing powder, or other such cleaners.

It will lead to paint discoloration, denaturing, or peeling.

(2) Inspection

Before using, check the cord and other parts for damage. Check for proper

functioning.

(3) Storage

Follow the instructions below when storing or turning off the machine.

•Store indoor where there is little temperature change and little warmth.

•While the WINDBAG is stopped, make sure it is unaffected by vibration or heat

from another machine.

•If the machine impeller has been stored and unused during a long period (more

than 3 months), abnormal noise due to rust or other developments may occur. It

is recommended to perform a test run every 3 months.

•We recommend covering with vinyl to protect the machine form water, oil, dust,

etc.
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(1) Scope of warranty

When a malfunction occurs even if operating the unit according to the

instruction manual and the cautions on the attachment labels, etc. within

the warranty period, we will repair the failure for free.

However, if this unit is assembled into the customers other equipment,

expenses for removal from the equipment and attachment to the equipment,

accompanying work expenses, transportation costs, and other indirect

damages cost such as opportunity loss or operational loss of customers are

beyond the scope of warranty.

When requesting repair, contact our nearest branches and sales offices.

(2) Warranty period

The warranty period shall be one year from delivery.

(3) Even within the scope of warranty, the following cases shall require

charge for repair in principle.

# Malfunctions and damages due to wrong use contrary to the cautions

in the instruction manual, attached labels, etc. or improper repair and

modification.

$ Malfunctions and damages due to transportation, dropping, etc. after

purchase.

" Malfunctions and damages due to fires, earthquake, wind and flood

damages, other disasters, abnormal voltages, use of unspecified power

supply (voltage and frequency), etc.

& Malfunctions and damages due to repair and modification (including

drilling into the unit) by third parties.

' Malfunctions and damages due to use of parts other than those specified

by us.

( Malfunctions and damages due to mixing in of foreign materials.

) Discoloration and flaws from age deterioration or from long-term use

and malfunctions due to natural consumption of consumable parts.

(4) Damages caused by malfunctions occurring during use of this unit shall

not be indemnified.
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